COVID-19 Guidelines for District Council:
The following guidelines will be in place for District Council – May 3-5, 2021:
Farmington Hills Manor:
-

Appropriately worn face masks are required before entering the building and must remain in place until you
are seated at a table in the Banquet Hall. Once seated, masks may be removed if remaining at your table.

-

Face masks must be put back on when moving around the room.

-

Servers will bring a plated meal directly to you.

-

Once the banquet is finished, we ask that masks be put back on before standing and exiting the Banquet Hall.

Brightmoor Christian Church:
-

Appropriately worn face masks are required before entering the building and must remain in place until you
are seated in the Worship Center. Once seated and the Business Session begins masks may be removed.

-

Seating will be utilized in every-other row only. Family groups can sit together at an appropriate distance
from others for the duration of the Business Session.

-

Once the business is finished, we ask that masks be put back on before standing and exiting the Worship
Center.

-

All District and Brightmoor staff & volunteers will be wearing appropriate masks while serving others.

-

Those who have a medical condition preventing them from wearing a mask will not be required to do so, but
are asked to engage in appropriate social distancing.

-

Those on the platform will not be required to wear masks, but are asked to maintain appropriate social
distancing.

-

The section on the far left side of the Worship Center has been designated as the area for those who desire
to keep their masks on the entire time while in the building. EVERYONE sitting in that section MUST keep
their masks on.

-

Children under 5 will not be required to wear masks but may do so. All children will remain with ther parents
during the Business Session.

GENERAL:
-

Handheld keypads for voting will all be sanitized and poly-wrapped prior to distribution.

-

Wipes will be available at the microphones to be used after each person.

-

Several non-touch hand sanitizer stations are located throughout the building.

